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It gives me great pleasure to
welcome you to Dubai Opera.

presents

Iconic in design and exceptional in its creative
outlook, Dubai Opera is a truly unique venue,

Fondazione Teatro Lirico Giuseppe Verdi, Trieste

offering the ultimate flexibility of a proscenium
arch theatre, an acoustic concert hall and a
2000m2 flat floor event space. Highlighting
the spirit of creativity and imagination, Dubai
Opera is also a tribute to the rich heritage,
values and traditions of the UAE.

The Pearl Fishers
(Les pêcheurs de perles)

We have created a world-class, multi-format
venue

that

will

productions

and

showcase

outstanding

programmes

that

will

enrich the quality of life of both residents and
visitors to the region. We have three guiding

The Barber of Seville
(Il Barbiere di Siviglia)

principles: quality, variety and community,
and will endeavor to bring ground-breaking
events and the world’s most sought-after
productions, reflecting the cosmopolitan and

Opera Without Words

progressive outlook of Dubai.
As

the

Opera

District

develops

within

Downtown Dubai, visitors can expect to

1 - 5 September 2016

see not only the iconic Dubai Opera as
the centerpiece but also, in time, new
galleries, performance spaces and specially
commissioned sculptures and art
works for the public realm.
I wish you a wonderful evening.
Jasper Hope
Dubai Opera – Chief Executive

These performances by the Teatro Verdi Trieste are dedicated in honour of the
victims and families of the earthquake that struck Italy on 24 August 2016.

The Pearl
Fishers

Synopsis
The Pearl Fishers (Les pêcheurs de perles) is an opera in three acts by French composer Georges Bizet, to a libretto
by Eugène Cormon and Michel Carré. It was first performed on 30 September 1863 at the Théâtre Lyrique in Paris.
Set in ancient times on the island of Ceylon, the opera tells the story of how two men's vow of eternal friendship is
threatened by their love for the same woman. The friendship duet "Au fond du temple saint", generally known as "The
Pearl Fishers Duet", is one of the best-known numbers in Western opera.
Act I
The scene is a desolate seashore, with the ruins of a Hindu

and Nadir would meet together secretly. Nadir then enters; in

temple in the background. A chorus of pearl fishermen sing

her fear of Nourabad’s threats Leila begs him to leave, but he

of the dangerous tasks that lie ahead and perform ritual

remains and the two declare their love in a passionate duet. He

dances to drive away evil spirits. They then elect one of

goes, promising to return the next night, but as he leaves he is

their number, Zurga, as their leader, or “king”. Nadir enters,

captured by the fishermen and brought back to the temple.

and is hailed by Zurga as a long-lost friend. Left alone, the

Zurga, as the fishermen’s leader, at first resists the fishermen’s

pair reminisce about their past in the city of Kandy, where

calls for Nadir’s execution and advocates mercy. However, after

their friendship was nearly destroyed by their mutual love of

Nourabad removes Leila’s veil, Zurga recognises her as his

a young priestess whose beauty they had glimpsed briefly.

former love; consumed by jealousy and rage, he orders that

They had each renounced their love for this stranger and

both Nadir and Leila be put to death. A violent storm erupts, as

had sworn to remain true to each other. Now, reunited, they

the fishermen unite in singing a hymn to Brahma

affirm once again that they will be faithful until death.

Act III
A boat draws up on the beach bearing the veiled figure

In his tent on the beach, Zurga notes that the storm has

of Leila, the virgin priestess whose prayers are required to

abated, as has his rage; he now feels remorse for his anger

ensure the safety of the fishermen. Although neither of them

towards Nadir. Leila is brought in; Zurga is captivated by her

recognises her, she is the woman from Kandy with whom

beauty as he listens to her pleas for Nadir’s life, but his jealousy

Nadir and Zurga had been in love. As Zurga is explaining

is rekindled. He confesses his love for her, but refuses mercy.

her duties, she recognises Nadir, but she says nothing and

Nourabad and some of the fishermen enter to report that the

shortly afterwards is led up to the temple by the high priest

funeral pyre is ready. As Leila is taken away, Zurga observes her

Nourabad. Zurga and the fishermen go down to the sea,

giving one of the fishermen her necklace, asking for its return

leaving Nadir alone. In a troubled monologue before he

to her mother. Zurga seizes the necklace and sees that it is the

sleeps he recalls how, in Kandy, he had broken his vows to

necklace he’d given to the girl that had saved him.

Zurga and pursued his love for the veiled woman. It was the
rumour that she might be found in this place that brought

Outside the temple, Nadir waits beside the funeral pyre as the

him here. Alone in the temple, Leila prays and sings. Nadir

crowd, singing and dancing, anticipates the dawn and the

wakes and, recognising the voice of his long-desired lover,

coming double execution. He is joined by Leila; resigned now

traces it to the temple. Leila briefly draws her veil aside, he

to their deaths, the pair sing of how their souls will soon be

sees it is she and the pair declare their renewed passion.

united in heaven. A glow appears in the sky, and Zurga rushes

On the beach, the fishermen plead with her to continue

in to report that the fishermen’s camp is ablaze. As the men

protecting them, but she tells Nadir she will sing for him alone.

hurry away to save their homes, Zurga confesses that he had
set the fire, trying to save their lives. He breaks the chains and

~ Interval ~

shows Leila the necklace. Nourabad, who has stayed in hiding,
hears all the conversation and runs to inform the villagers. The

Act II

enraged crowd reappears on the scene and, as Leila and Nadir

In the temple with Nourabad, Leila expresses fear at being

bring themselves to safety, Zurga kills himself.

left alone, but Nourabad urges her to be brave and to fulfil
her vows to Brahma on pain of her own death. She tells him
of the courage she once displayed when, as a child, she had
hidden a fugitive from his enemies and refused to give him up
even when threatened with death. The fugitive had rewarded
her with a necklace that he asked her always to wear. She
had kept this promise, as she would her vows. On the priest’s
departure, Leila quietly muses on the former times when she

Approximate running time: 2 hours
Interval time: 20 minutes

The Pearl
Fishers
Cast

Donaro
Renzetti
Conductor

Zurga
Filippo Polinelli
Nourabad
Giorgio Giuseppini

“Gianni Schicchi” by G. Puccini - for which he received

Teatro Comunale of Treviso. From 2005 to May 2007 he was

the “Filippo Siebaneck” Award. In 2014 he worked again

Principal Conductor of the Symphony Orchestra of the Teatro

for Teatro Grande di Brescia with a show created for a young

Sao Carlos in Lisbon. In 2007 he was Principal Conductor and

audience: “Kattivissimi”, in collaboration with Edizioni Curci.

Artistic FORM Marche Philharmonic Orchestra.

In Palermo he directed and created the set and costumes
for an intermezzo barocco: “L’impresario Delle Canarie” by

His discography includes works by Mozart, Tchaikovsky, rare

Padre Martini. In 2015 Davide worked as director on many

works by Schubert, Cherubini and Simone Mayr; as well as

other titles including Piccolo Festival Friuli Venezia Giulia

the DVD of The Daughter of the Regiment at the Teatro

“Don Giovanni” by W. A. Mozart , Castello di Caldes (Trentino

alla Scala, I due Foscari at Teatro Regio in Parma, Rigoletto

Alto Adige); “Rita” by G. Donizetti and Sarzana Opera Festival

and La Gioconda at Arena Verona, La Cenerentola at the

- Premio Spiros Argiris August 2015 Gianni Schicchi by G.

After having studied composition and orchestral conducting

Glyndebourne Festival, and a concert with the Orchestra

Puccini.

at the Conservatorio Verdi in Milan, Donato has won many

of Tuscany Egmont Beethoven, the Brahms Double with

awards at major international competitions: “Diapason

Giuliano Carmignola and Mario Brunello and the Scottish of

Teatro Grande di Brescia confirmed “Kattivissimi 2.0...

d’Argento” in 1975 and 1976 at the “Gino Marinuzzi” Sanremo

Mendelssohn.

all’opera”, an educational project in collaboration with

Léïla
Roberta Canzian
Nadir
José Luis Sola

Filarmonica Veneta, as well as artistic consultant to the

Edizioni Curci. At the end of the year, Davide moved to Liège

Prize “Ottorino Respighi” Chigi of Siena Academy in 1976.
The Medal of the Bronze Competition Ernest Ansermet in

He has recorded numerous operas for Philips, Frequence,

at Opèra Royal de Wallonie to direct Cendrillon by P. Viardot;

Geneva in 1978 and in 1980 he was proclaimed winner of

Fonit Cetra, Memories, New Age and Dynamic. The record

for which he delivered an adaptation of the text too.

the X Competition “Guido Cantelli” of the Teatro alla Scala

of Robert Schumann Manfred recorded with the Orchestra

in Milano. From then his career did not pause, alternating

and Chorus of La Scala, narrator Carmelo Bene, won the XIX

In 2016, Davide said “I will work on many titles, that’s the sign

activity with symphonic, opera productions and recordings.

Awards of the Italian Critic of Records.

that my work is going to be appreciated. I’ll work on two
Barbiere di Siviglia, one by Rossini and one by Paisiello. I will

He has collaborated with prestigious orchestras, such as the

Conductor
Donato Renzetti

London Philharmonic, the London Sinfonietta, the English

Donato is Music Director of FGR of Pesaro, and Principal

debut in Bergamo with a project on Rita by Donizetti and in

Chamber Orchestra and the Philharmonia of London, the

Conductor of the Orchestra of Teatro Lirico of Cagliari.

Martina Franca with another Paisiello opera Don Chisciotte.
After that I’ll present my Suor Angelica, Orlando of Handel,

BRT in Brussels, the RIAS Berlin, the Capitole de Toulouse,

Director
Davide Garattini Raimondi

the Orchestre National de Lyon, the Tokyo Philharmonic, the

Symphony Orchestra, the Orchestre RAI in Milan, Rome,
Turin and Naples and the Accademia Nazionale di Santa
Cecilia the Orchestra of the Teatro alla Scala.

With the Orchestra and Chorus of
Fondazione Teatro Lirico Giuseppe Verdi, Trieste

He was invited to major opera houses of the world: Paris

Davide
Garattini
Raimondi

Opera, Covent Garden in London, the Grand Theatre de
Geneva, Capitole de Toulouse, Opéra de Lyon, Montpellier

A production of
Fondazione Teatro Lirico Giuseppe Verdi, Trieste

Opera, Bonn Opera, the Opera of Monaco of Bavaria, Teatro

Director

San Carlo Lisbon, Athens Megaron, Colon in Buenos Aires,
Chicago Lyric Opera, San Francisco Opera, Opera Detroit,
Dallas Opera, Metropolitan and Carnegie Hall in New York
and all Italian theaters.

After a degree in set design at Accademia di Belle Arti di
Brera (Milan), Davide dedicated himself to the world of

He appeared as a guest at the International Festivals of

theatre as a set designer and also as director’s assistant.

Glyndebourne, Pesaro and Spoleto, making his debut at the

He stopped for a short period to become a journalist for

Arena di Verona at a very young age in 1981 and in 1987, with

opera and musicals. This experience gave him a wide

the artistic groups of this organization, held a tour in Egypt,

knowledge of performing arts. In 2011 he decided to return

where for the first time in Luxor, was represented by G. Verdi’s

to his first love. In 2011 for the Award Spiros, he created

Aida.

the set and the costumes of “IL BARBIERE DI SIVIGLIA”
by G. Rossini. The following year, for the same prize, he

Donato

was

Principal

Conductor

of

the

Orchestra

to conclude with Bohème of Puccini in Lecce. At the same
time I’ll go on with my passion for children’s shows. For this

Buenos Aires Philharmonic, the Orchestra of the Hungarian
State Symphony Orchestra of Athens, the Portuguese

Chorus Master
Fulvio Fogliazza

---------------------------------------------------

signed the direction of “L’ELISIR D’AMORE” by G. Donizetti.

Internazionale of Italy, the Orchestra della Toscana and

Subsequently he was called to Brazil to the San Pedro

the Orchestra of Bergamo and stable for nine consecutive

Theater for “CENERENTOLA” by Rossini where he followed

years of Macerata Opera. In 1994 he was appointed Principal

the direction, set design and the costumes. On his return

Conductor of the Orchestra Stabile di Bergamo and the

to Europe he worked in Brescia at Teatro Grande with

kind of opera I won Abbiati’s Prize with Teatro Grande of
Brescia. This year I will return to Brescia with a show on elves
and ghosts in the opera. And last, but not least, during the
Festival Verdi at Teatro Regio in Parma I will realize a show
on Verdi in “Verdi di paura!”

Roberta
Canzian

José Luis
Sola

Filippo
Polinelli

Giorgio
Giuseppini

Léïla

Nadir

Zurga

Nourabad

Roberta won the 53rd Belli Competition of Spoleto, where

The Navarrian tenor José Luis Sola began his musical

Filippo Polinelli was born in Tortona in 1984. In 2006 he

Born in Massa, Giorgio Giuseppini began his singing studies

she debuted in 2000, in the roles of Susanna in Le Nozze Di

studies at the Escolanía Niños Cantores de Navarra and later

debuted in Massenet’s Manon Lescaut at Teatro alla Scala, in

with Clara Foti and then specialized under the guidance of

Figaro and Micaela in Carmen. Her victory at this prestigious

studied with tenor Ricardo Visus. In 2002 he received an

Verdi’s Otello in Rovigo, at Teatro Sociale of Bolzano, Rimini,

Carlo Badioli, Aldo Protti and Vittorio Rosetta.

competition opened the doors of the most important

extraordinary scholarship from the Navarrian Government

Ravenna, Trento, Livorno and in Savona.

theatres in Italy and abroad. These include the Teatro La

and was recognized at the Julián Gayarre and Bilbao Singing

Fenice of Venice (I Quattro Rusteghi and L’Elisir D’Amore),

Competitions.

Teatro San Carlo of Naples (Gianni Schicchi), Teatro Massimo

Giorgio Giuseppini subsequently started a brilliant career,
In 2007 he debuted in Teatro Regio of Parma in La Pietra

having performed in the main opera and concert houses

del Paragone, La Gazzetta by Rossini and Don Chisciotte by

throughout Europe. His past seasons were marked by several

Mercadante at the Bad Wildbad Belcanto Opera Festival.

successful interpretations of the main Verdi operas, such as

of Palermo (Un Ballo In Maschera), Teatro Carlo Felice of

Besides most of the symphonic and choral works, his

Genoa and the Teatro Petruzzelli (Turandot), Teatro Verdi of

repertory includes titles such as Don Pasquale, Lucia de

Trieste (L’elisir D’Amore), Zürich Opernhaus and the Bunka

Lammermoor, Lucrezia Borgia, La Fille du Regiment, La

He collaborated with prominent orchestra conductors such

de Toulouse), Rigoletto (at the Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova

Kaikan Theatre of Tokyo (Le Nozze Di Figaro), the Royal

Sonnambula, Die Zauberflöte, Don Giovanni, Die Entführung

as Zubin Mehta, Yuri Temirkanov, Ion Marin, Donato Renzetti,

and at the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino), Il Trovatore (at the

Opera House of Muscat and the Teatro Bellini of Catania

aus dem Serail, L´Italiana in Algeri, Il Turco in Italia, L’equivoco

and with directors such as Nicolas Joël, Giorgio Barberio

Teatro dell’Opera di Roma, at the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino),

(Don Pasquale), the Macerata Opera Festival (Rigoletto), the

stravagante, La Traviata, Falstaff, Rigoletto, Les Pêcheurs

Corsetti, Ursel and Karl-Ernst Herman.

Nabucco (at the Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova and at the

Ravenna Opera Festival (I Capulati E Montecchi).

de Perles, Manon, Faust, Dialogues des Carmélites and the

Aida (performed in Caracalla and at the Théâtre du Capitole

Sferisterio di Macerata), Simon Boccanegra and La Forza Del

zarzuelas Doña Francisquita, El Caserío or Juan José, roles

In past seasons he sang in Le convenienze ed inconvenienze

Destino at the Teatro Regio di Torino, I Masnadieri and

In addition to her great opera repertoire, she embraces

that he has sung, in the leading Spanish theatres as well

teatrali at Teatro alla Scala, Il barbiere di Siviglia at Teatro

Macbeth at Royal Opera House Muscat and Don Carlo at the

the baroque one, with productions such as Gli Amori Di

as in Italy, Germany, United States, Brazil, Costa Rica and

Petruzzelli with M. Lorin Maazel and sang with Plácido

Teatro Massimo di Palermo.

Apollo E Daphne by F. Cavalli at Teatro Calderón in Madrid

Guatemala among others.

Domingo at a gala in Tokyo, Un giorno di regno at Teatro

and Rinaldo G.F. Handel at the Seoul Art Centre. As for the

Filarmonico in Verona and several concerts in the United

Giorgio Giuseppini also performed in Donizetti’s Lucia Di

States of America.

Lammermoor at the Macerata Opera Festival, in Bellini’s

sacred repertoire we would like to mention her participation

Recent and future engagements include La Grande-

in a Vivaldi monographic concert in the Cathedral of Milan

Duchesse de Gérolstein at the Teatro de la Zarzuela of

conducted by Maestro Claudio Scimone, Stabat Mater by

Madrid, El Caserío at the Teatros del Canal of Madrid, Viva

He received several great critiques in prominent Italian

Barcelona) and in Puccini’s Turandot (at the Royal Opera

G.B. Pergolesi and Vivaldi’s Gloria in the Basilica of San Marco

Madrid in Oman, El Juez in Vienna, I Capuleti ed i Montecchi

newspapers for his participation in the production of Il

House-Covent Garden in London, at the Arena di Verona and

in Venice, Johannes Passion by J.S. Bach in the Cathedral of

in Oviedo, Don Giovanni in Bilbao, and also several concerts

barbiere di Siviglia at Royal Opera House Muscat during the

at the Teatro Comunale di Bologna), as well as in Benvenuto

Hamburg and Exultate Jubilante by W.A. Mozart with the

and recitals.

tournée of Teatro San Carlo of Naples in 2013.

Cellini and Maria Stuarda at the Opera di Roma, Caterina

Norma (at the Zürich Opernhaus, Gran Teatre de Liceu in

Orchestre de Paris.

Cornaro at Teatro Donizetti di Bergamo, Don Giovanni in
In past seasons he has performed as Malatesta in Don

Santiago, Chile, La Gioconda in Genoa and in Bejing and

She sang in Agnese Di Hohenstaufen by G. Spontini at Teatro

Pasquale, as Dulcamara in L’elisir d’amore at the National

Werther at the Teatro Comunale di Bologna (recorded for

Pergolesi of Jesi under the baton of Maestro Riccardo Muti,

Center for the Performing Arts in Beijing, Belcore, Teatro

Decca). At the Nederlandse Opera in Amsterdam, he was

Bachianas Brasileras by H. Villa-Lobos at the Théâtre des

Verdi of Trieste, Madama Butterfly at Teatro Comunale in

recently heard in Don Carlo, La Sonnambula (Conte Rodolfo)

Champs-Élysées in Paris.

Bologna,Teatro San Carlo of Naples and Luisa Miller at Teatro

in Zürich and Médée at Théâtre du Châtelet.

Verdi of Trieste.
Roberta has also collaborated with renowned stars from

Giorgio Giuseppini also enjoyed a successful collaboration

the music world such as Daniele Gatti, Nello Santi, Donato

His recordings include La pietra del paragone in DVD with

with the Teatro alla Scala, where he appeared in numerous

Renzetti, Massimo de Bernart, Alberto Zedda, Renato

Naïve, La Gazzetta and Don Chisciotte with Naxos and La

works as Don Carlo, Les Troyens, Rigoletto, Il Trovatore, Lucia di

Palumbo, Cristina Mazzavillani Muti, Beppe de Tomasi, Pier

forza del destino with RAI Trade.

Lammermoor, Sigismondo, Rossini’s Petite Messe Solennelle, I

Luigi Pizzi, Giancarlo Del Monaco, Davide Livermore, Roberto
De Simone, Denis Krief and Franco Ripa di Meana.

due Foscari, Moïse, La Gioconda and Nabucco.
He recently sang in the role of Faraone in the production
of Mosè by Rossini, for the first time inside the Cathedral

During his career Giorgio Giuseppini has performed under

of Milan, an opera on stage was performed in partnership

the baton of many outstanding conductors, such as Zubin

with EXPO Milan 2015, with innovative video mapping 3D

Mehta, Riccardo Muti, Colin Davis, Daniele Gatti, Gianandrea

technology. Recording in 4K format with the DVD being

Gavazzeni, Riccardo Chailly, Roberto Abbado and Raphael

distributed across all major international networks.

Frühbeck de Burgos.

The Barber
of Seville

Synopsis
The Barber of Seville (Il barbiere di Siviglia) is an opera buffa in two acts by Gioachino Rossini with an Italian libretto
by Cesare Sterbini. The libretto was based on Pierre Beaumarchais's French comedy Le Barbier de Séville (1775). The
première of Rossini's opera (under the title Almaviva, o sia L'inutile precauzione) took place on 20 February 1816
at the Teatro Argentina, Rome. Rossini's Barber has proven to be one of the greatest masterpieces of comedy within
music, even after two hundred years, it remains a popular work.
Act I / Scene I / A square in Seville
- dawn is about to break

Act II / Scene I / A study in Bartolo’s house
Almaviva again appears at the doctor’s house, this time

BARBER OF
SEVILLE

In a public square outside Bartolo’s house a band of musicians

disguised as a singing tutor and pretending to act as

and a poor student named Lindoro are serenading, to no avail,

substitute for the supposedly unwell Basilio. Initially, Bartolo

the window of Rosina. Lindoro, who is really the young Count

is suspicious, but does allow Almaviva to enter when the

Almaviva in disguise, hopes to make the beautiful Rosina love

Count gives him Rosina’s letter. He describes his plan

him for himself - not his money. Almaviva pays off the musicians

to discredit Lindoro whom he believes to be one of the

who then depart, leaving him to brood alone. Rosina is the

Count’s servants, intent on pursuing women for his master.

young ward of the grumpy, elderly Bartolo and she is allowed

Figaro arrives to shave Bartolo. Bartolo demurs, but Figaro

very little freedom because Bartolo plans to marry her, and her

makes such a scene he agrees, but in order not to leave the

not inconsiderable dowry, himself – once she is of age. Figaro

supposed music master alone with Rosina, the doctor has

approaches and since Figaro used to be a servant of the Count,

Figaro shave him right there in the music room. When Basilio

the Count asks him for assistance in helping him meet Rosina,

suddenly appears, he is bribed by a full purse from Almaviva

offering him money should he be successful in arranging this.

and persuaded to leave again, with much discussion of

Figaro advises the Count to disguise himself as a drunken soldier,

how ill he looks. Figaro begins to shave Bartolo, but Bartolo

ordered to be quartered with Bartolo, so as to gain entrance

overhears the lovers conspiring. He drives everybody away.

BOS
CAST LIST

to the house. For this suggestion, Figaro is richly rewarded.

Act II / Scene II

Act I / Scene II / A room in Bartolo’s house

The scene returns to the location of Act 1. Bartolo orders Basilio

Knowing the Count only as Lindoro, Rosina writes to him. As she

to have the notary ready to marry him to Rosina that evening.

is leaving the room, Bartolo and Basilio, Rosina’s regular singing

He also explains his plot to come between the lovers. Basilio

teacher, enter. Bartolo is suspicious of the Count, and Basilio

leaves and Rosina arrives. Bartolo shows Rosina the letter she

advises that he be put out of the way by creating false rumours

wrote to “Lindoro”, and persuades her that this is evidence that

about him. When the two have gone, Rosina and Figaro enter.

Lindoro is merely an assistant of Almaviva. Rosina believes him

Figaro asks Rosina to write a few encouraging words to Lindoro,

and agrees to marry him. The Count and Figaro climb up a

which she has actually already written. Although surprised by

ladder to the balcony and enter the room through a window.

Bartolo, Rosina manages to fool him, but he remains suspicious.

Rosina shows Almaviva the letter and expresses her feelings of

As Berta, the Bartolo housekeeper, attempts to leave the house,

betrayal and heartbreak. Almaviva reveals his identity and the

she is met by the Count disguised as an intoxicated soldier. In fear

two reconcile. While Almaviva and Rosina are enraptured by

of the drunken man, she rushes to Bartolo for protection and he

one another, Figaro keeps urging them to leave. Two people

tries to remove the supposed soldier, but does not succeed. The

are heard approaching the front door, who later turn out to be

Count manages to have a quick word with Rosina, whispering

Basilio and the notary. However, when the Count, Rosina, and

that he is Lindoro and passing her a letter. The watching Bartolo

Figaro attempt to leave by way of the ladder, they discover it

is suspicious and demands to know what is in the piece of

has been removed. The Count quickly gives Basilio the choice

paper in Rosina’s hands, but she fools him by handing over

of accepting a bribe and being a witness to his marriage or

her laundry list. Bartolo and the Count start arguing and, when

receiving two bullets in the head. He and Figaro witness the

Basilio, Figaro and Berta appear, the noise attracts the attention

signatures to a marriage contract between the Count and

of the Officer of the Watch and his men. Bartolo believes that

Rosina. Bartolo barges in, but is too late. The befuddled Bartolo

the Count has been arrested, but Almaviva only has to whisper

(who was the one who had removed the ladder) is appeased

his name to the officer and is released right away. Bartolo

by being allowed to retain Rosina’s dowry.

and Basilio are astounded, and Rosina makes fun of them.
~ Interval ~

Approximate running time: 3 hours
Interval time: 20 minutes

The Barber
of Seville
Cast

Francesco
Quattrocchi
Conductor

He has recently conducted Rossini’s Mosè inside the

Among his past engagements it is worth mentioning “Il

Cathedral of Milan, in association with EXPO Milan 2015. For

Barbiere di Siviglia” (Paisiello e Rossini), “Le nozze di Figaro”.

the first time, an opera title was staged with the support

He has challenged the original dramas “la Medium” by

of innovative video mapping 3D technology. The recording

Menotti and “La voix humaine” by Poulenc, with extraordinary

of the production, in 4K format and DVD, is being distributed

and moving protagonists. Alongside M° Yannis Kokkos,

on leading international networks.

one of the twentieth-century’s greatest innovators of opera,
he collaborated on the staging of Cherubini’s “Medea” in the

Il Conte d’Almaviva
Bogdan Mihai
Born in 1983, Francesco began by studying the organ, piano,

Don Bartolo
Domenico Balzani

composition and orchestral conduction under the guidance

ancient Greek theatre of Epidaurus.

Giulio
Ciabatti

---------------------------------------------------

of Marco Zuccarini, Donato Renzetti and Gianluigi Gelmetti
at the Accademia Chigiana, which gave Francesco the ability

Rosina
Rocío Ignacio

---------------------------------------------------

to do a concentrated series of concerts in Italy and abroad.

Director

Il Conte
d’Almaviva

He collaborated with the Ensemble Seicentonovecento, one

Figaro
Massimo Cavalletti

Bogdan
Mihai

of the most original groups that has achieved success on the
international scene. With the Ensemble, committed to the
re-evaluation and “revisiting” of unpublished masterpieces

Basilio
Giorgio Giuseppini
Fiorello
Christian Starinieri
Berta
Maria Cioppi

Conductor
Francesco Quattrocchi
Director
Giulio Ciabatti
Chorus Master
Fulvio Fogliazza
Orchestra and Chorus of
Fondazione Teatro Lirico Giuseppe Verdi, Trieste
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and the production of first performances of contemporary

In 1999, after several theatrical experiences and meeting

music, he collaborated with prestigious solo performers and

different schools of thought and disciplines, Ciabatti signed

singers. He has staged numerous productions, several of

the direction of Donizetti’s “Lucia di Lammermoor”. This opera

Romanian tenor Bogdan Mihai trained in Italy under the

which were broadcast on Italian and French television, and

was applauded at the Centre of Performing Arts in Osaka, at

guidance of legendary soprano Mirella Freni, who awarded

made various musical recordings amongst which the Ode for

the Bunkamura in Tokyo and at the Teatro de la Maestranza

him the Nicolai Ghiaurov scholarship. He also obtained his

St. Cecilia’s Day by G.F Händel; the Te Deum by N. Porpora

in Seville. He has also staged two rarely performed operas:

Masters Diploma in Belcanto at the Transylvania University in

and M-A. Charpentier and Mozart’s Exultate jubilate.

“The Seven Deadly Sins” by Brecht-Weill and “Trouble in

Brasov, Romania with soprano Mariana Nicolesco.

Tahiti” by Bernstein. His staging of “Madama Butterfly” by
He conducted operas, concerts and oratorios at important

Puccini has been proposed over three different seasons at

In 2008 he appeared to great acclaim at Bucharest National

institutions such as the Royal Opera House Muscat-Oman,

the Teatro Verdi of Trieste and enthusiastically received at the

Opera as Count Almaviva Il barbiere di Siviglia; Don Ramiro

Festival Scarlatti-Teatro Massimo of Palermo, the Sofia Opera,

Pafos Aphrodite Festival in Ciprus, the Sejong Centre of Seoul

La cenerentola; Ugo Parisina d’Este; Tamas Gemma di Vergy;

Teatro Solis of Montevideo, Teatro Comunale of Bologna,

and at the Cankariev dom in Ljubljana. His “Butterfly” was also

and Ernesto Don Pasquale, and an international career

Teatro Verdi of Trieste, Sofia Festival Orchestra, Festival

staged in 2014 on the occasion of the 110th anniversary of its

quickly followed.

della Valle d’Itria, Orchestra Internazionale d’Italia and the

first staging at the Teatro Grande in Brescia and in 2015 at the

Sagra Musicale Malatestiana, etc. He worked, among others,

Teatro Regio in Parma. In the same year he also signed the

In 2009 he made his debut with Staatsoper Stuttgart as

with artists of the calibre of Ruggero Raimondi, Massimo

direction of “Orfeo ed Euridice” by C.W. Gluck and “Werther”

Almaviva Il barbiere di Siviglia and then as the Italian Singer in

Cavalletti, Mariella Devia, Vladimir Stoyanov, Luciano Ganci,

by J. Massenet at the Teatro Verdi of Trieste.

Stuttgart’s highly acclaimed production of Der Rosenkavalier.

Bogdan Mihai, etc.

He then made his UK debut in a new production of Rossini’s
He directed ‘”Otello” and “Falstaff” by Verdi in Italy, Spain,

Armida at Garsington Opera. The success of his Garsington

Since 2007, he has conducted world premiere recordings

France, Belgium, Croatia, Bulgaria and Holland. Having

debuted to an invitation to appear in a recital in London

such as “Sinfonie avanti l’opera, intorno a Mozart” (OPERA

staged “Don Pasquale” and “’Elisir d’amore” at the Teatro

as part of the prestigious Rosenblatt Recital series. Recent

IMAIE 2007 Award for best classical recording production of

Verdi of Padua, he directed Donizetti’s “Lucrezia Borgia” for

highlights have included debuts at Semperoper Dresden,

the year), “The Russian Years of Domenico Cimarosa: Atene

the opening of the 2013 season. Previous opera productions

Deutsche Oper Berlin and Théâtre du Châtelet, Paris, all as

edificata & Coro dei guerrieri” and the “Cimarosa: Coeli voces,

include “Manon Lescaut” by Puccini for the opera house of

Almaviva; Adelberto Adelaide di Borgogna at the prestigious

the early sacred music”, highly prized by the international

Ljubljana, “Suor Angelica” for the Teatro Massimo in Palermo

Rossini Festival in Pesaro; and the title role in Rossini’s

press (AllMusicGuide, American Record Guide, Diverdi,

and “Gianni Schicchi” for the Teatro Verdi in Trieste. He staged

Aureliano in Palmira at the Martina Franca Festival. The latter

Fanfare Magazine, etc.)

“Tosca” in the historical staging of Mauro Bolognini. At Coliseu

two productions have been released on DVD.

of Porto he signed the direction of “Bohème” inspired by
The audio-video recordings for MRClassics and Bongiovanni

street art, “Rigoletto”, “Samson et Dalila” and “Carmen”. For

Mihai also made debuts at the Zürich Opernhaus as Ernesto

and several of his live recordings have been broadcasted by

the Teatro Bellini of Catania he staged the operas “Cavalleria

Don Pasquale with Ruggero Raimondi, under the baton of

Mezzo, Canal+, RadioTre, RAITRE, ORF, ZDF, Radio Classica

Rusticana” and “Pagliacci”, and at the Teatro Massimo of

Nello Santi and at the Mikhailovsky Theatre, St. Petersburg,

Sud America.

Palermo he signed the direction of “Adriana Lecouvrer”.

as Nemorino L’elisir d’amore. He appeared as Ernesto in a
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the Philharmonie Berlin. He performed the role of Dorvil La

Born in Alghero (Sassari) and after obtaining a degree in

Born in Seville, Ignacio studied music as a pianist and singer.

With his rich, robust baritone voice and compelling acting,

scala di seta at Théâtre des Champs-Élysées and as Belfiore

Politics and Economics at the University of Sassari, Balzani

Her operatic debut took place in 2003 next to Carlos Alvarez in

Massimo Cavalletti has quickly established himself on the

Il viaggio a Reims at the prestigious Rossini im Wildbad

received his degree with a mention in singing, a First Class

Rigoletto in La Coruña and Santander, achieving resounding

stages of the most prestigious opera houses and festivals

Festival, which is slated for CD release under the Naxos label.

Honours in Musical Discipline and a Degree in Management

success among audiences and critics. After that, she sang

worldwide, including the Metropolitan Opera New York, the

of Cultural Events and Performing Arts at the University Ca’

in L’elisir d’amore in Valencia, Bilbao, Malaga, Cordoba and

Teatro alla Scala, the Royal Opera House Covent Garden,

Foscari in Venice.

Castellón; Doña Francisquita by A. Vives at the Colón Theatre

the Vienna State Opera, the Zurich Opera House and the

of Buenos Aires, in Santander, Malaga and Menorca; Il viaggio

Salzburg Festival.

new production of Don Pasquale by Brigitte Fassbender at
Cuvilliestheater in Munich. On the concert platform, Mihai
made his highly acclaimed debut at the Concertgebouw
Amsterdam in Rossini’s La scala di seta. At the invitation of
star soprano Angela Gheorghiu he also appeared in a series
of concerts at the Suntory Hall in Tokyo.
Last season included a return to Don Ramiro La cenerentola in
a new production for Opéra National du Rhin, and his debut
as Edmondo Manon Lescaut with Berliner Philharmoniker
and Sir Simon Rattle at the Baden-Baden Festival and at

In the 2014/15 season Bogdan Mihai made a series of
significant house debuts at Teatro del Liceu, Barcelona,
Opera de Oviedo and his North American debut at Opéra de

He won many competitions dedicated to opera singers,

a Reims in Bilbao, she sang as Pamina in Die Zauberflöte and

Montréal, all with his signature role of Almaviva Il barbiere

among them the Basiola of Cremona, the Tagliavini of

Rigoletto in Palma de Mallorca and Tenerife, where she also

This season Massimo Cavalletti appears as Lescaut in the

di Siviglia. Other notable highlights include Ernesto Don

Deutschlandsberg (Austria), the Belli of Spoleto and Rosetum

sang as Nannetta in Falstaff.

Met’s new production of Manon Lescaut, which will be

Pasquale at Royal Opera House of Muscat, with Teatro

of Milan. He sang a very large repertoire included the principal

Comunale di Bologna and the legendary Ruggero Raimondi,

rules from Mozart, Rossini, Verdi, Puccini, Donizetti, Massenet,

She debuted in Italy in 2011 at the Gala opening ceremony of

National Theatre Tokyo; Paolo Albiani in Simon Boccanegra

Zingarelli’s Romeo e Giulietta at Salzburger Festspiele.

Bizet, Bellini and Gounod. Balzani also sang under the direction

the Arena di Verona, where she returned with Il Barbiere di

at La Scala; Belcore in L’elisir d’amore at the Teatro de la

of many significant conductors such as Yuri Ahronovich, Claudio

Siviglia, Carmen and La Bohème.

Maestranza Sevilla and Figaro in Il Barbiere di Siviglia at

broadcast in cinemas worldwide; Ford in Falstaff at the New

Highlights of his future engagements are La Juive at Opéra

Abbado, Riccardo Chailly, Michel Plasson, Anton Guadagno,

National du Rhin, Don Pasquale at NCPA of Beijing and La

Maurizio Arena, Pinchas Steimberg, Donato Renzetti, and

She sang at the Teatro del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino in

sonnambula at Teatro Verdi of Trieste.

directors as Franco Zeffirelli, Maurizio Scaparro, Hugo de Ana,

L’elisir d’amore and as Countess of Foleville in Il viaggio a

The 2014-2015 season saw Cavalletti’s role debuts as Renato

Christopher Loy, Mario Martone, Giuseppe Patroni Griffi, Luca

Reims.

in Un ballo in Maschera and as Riccardo in I puritani at the

---------------------------------------------------

Dubai Opera.

Ronconi, Nicolas Joel, J. Grinda and G. Del Monaco.

Florence Opera, as well as company debuts at the Liceu of
Again in Italy, she has performed at Teatro Massimo of

Barcelona (Escamillo in Carmen), the Royal Opera House

In 2002, under the guide of Riccardo Chailly, Balzani recorded

Palermo in Don Giovanni and Rigoletto, at the Teatro Regio

Muscat (Malatesta in Don Pasquale) and with the Swedish

for Decca, the role of Ping in the world premiere of Turandot

of Turin in Don Giovanni, at Teatro San Carlo of Naples and

Radio Symphony Orchestra as Ford; his return to the

with the ending by Luciano Berio. With Bongiovanni he even

Opera of Rome in the Mysterium of N. Rota.

Metropolitan Opera as Escamillo, to Zurich as Belcore; and
Ford (Falstaff) in Tokyo. Cavalletti furthermore was featured

recorded, for the first time ever, Leoncavallo’s Zazà. In 2010
he recorded a video animation for the Warner Bros Studios

In the summer of 2015, she played the role of Liù in Turandot

more than any other singer during La Scala’s special EXPO

on Heure Espagnole by Ravel playing the role of Ramiro. In

by G. Puccini at the Terme di Caracalla. Ignacio has received

season, appearing as Marcello, Ford, Escamillo, and Rossini’s

2011 he published with Audax Editor “Lucia di Lammermoor,

numerous accolades including first prize at the International

Figaro between June and November 2015.

appunti di studio e di interpretazione”.

Competition Ciudad de Logroño (2009).

He sang in many noteworthy theatres as Deutsche Oper Berlin,

---------------------------------------------------

Other career highlights include Marcello at the Metropolitan
Opera; Enrico ( Lucia di Lammermoor), Paolo (Simon

Teatro Massimo in Palermo, Maggio Musicale Fiorentino,

Boccanegra), and Rodrigo (Don Carlo) at La Scala, Marcello

Teatro Regio in Torino, Teatro Verdi in Trieste, Opera National in

in La Bohème at the Royal Opera House Covent Garden

Istanbul, Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, Opèra in Toulouse,

and the Dutch National Opera Amsterdam, Escamillo at

Opèra National du Rhin in Strasburgo, Opera di Basilea, Tokio

the Vienna State Opera; Marcello and Ford at the Salzburg

New National Theatre, Teatro dell’Opera in Rome, Teatro San

Festival, Lescaut at the Deutsche Oper Berlin, Paolo Albiani

Carlo in Napoli and National Opera in Atene, Arena Verona.

at the Berlin State Opera, Enrico at the Hamburg State
Opera, the Semperoper Dresden and in Tokyo; Belcore at

This season he sang the role of Rossini’s Il Barbiere di Siviglia

the Glyndebourne Festival and in Beijing; and several roles

in the role of Figaro at the Deutsche Opera Berlin, Dulcamara

at the Zurich Opera House, where he was a member of the

in L’elisir d’amore at the Teatro Verdi in Trieste, Dandini in La

ensemble from 2007 until 2011.

cenerentola at the Teatro Sao Carlos in Lisbone and Taddeo in
L’italiana in Algeri at Theatre des Champs-Elysees in Paris. - - - -----------------------------------------------
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His DVD/Blu-Ray recordings include La Bohème from

Born in Massa, Giorgio Giuseppini began his singing studies with

Starinieri started to study singing at the age of 15 with Ennio

Born in Pisa, Cioppi studied under the guidance of Soprano

Salzburg and Valencia, Falstaff from Zurich and the Salzburg

Clara Foti and then specialized under the guidance of Carlo

Del Grosso and Emma Raggi Valentini in Pesaro.

At the

Kate Gamberucci and graduated at the Genoa Conservatoire

Festival and Simon Boccanegra from La Scala.

Badioli, Aldo Protti and Vittorio Rosetta. Giorgio Giuseppini has

age of 17 he won a scholarship with the International Lyric

Niccolò Paganini. She worked with many prominent directors

subsequently had a brilliant career, having performed in the

Competition Angelica Catalani. He continued his studies,

such as Piero Faggioni, Giancarlo Del Monaco, Rudolf Sauser,

major operas and concert houses throughout Europe. His past

improving with Elio Battaglia and Lucio Gallo, even obtaining

Alessio Pizzek, and with conductors including Patrick

seasons were marked by several successful interpretations of

diplomas in the following Masters: Hohscule fur Musik

Fournillier, Massimo De Bernart, Plácido Domingo, Keri-Lynn

the main Verdi operas, such as Aida (performed in Caracalla

Mozarteum in Salzburg, ORI in Bracciano (Roma) and Lied

Wilson and Pier Giorgio Morandi.

and at the Théâtre du Capitole de Toulouse), Rigoletto (at

Tedesco Acquasparta.

Massimo Cavalletti was born in Lucca, where he began his
vocal studies with Graziano Polidori before attending the
Academy of La Scala in Milan, where he refined his vocal
technique with Luciana Serra. In October 2004 he made
his operatic debut at the Teatro Donizetti in Bergamo in La
Parisina.
Massimo Cavalletti has worked with such conductors as
Daniel Barenboim, Zubin Mehta, Riccardo Chailly, Nello
Santi, Fabio Luisi, Daniele Gatti, and Daniel Harding.

---------------------------------------------------

the Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova and at the Maggio Musicale

In 2003 she took part as Colombina in the production Le

Fiorentino), Il Trovatore (at the Teatro dell’Opera di Roma, at

During an audition in the Argentina Theatre in Rome with

Donne curiose, which was staged at the Teatro Filarmonico

the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino), Nabucco (at the Teatro Carlo

director Peter Brooke he was the only Italian singer chosen

of Verona, celebrating the centenary of the first production.

Felice di Genova and at the Sferisterio di Macerata), Simon

for a master with which, under the direction of Claudio

Moreover, she performed in Madama Butterfly during the

Boccanegra, Jérusalem and La forza del destino at the Teatro

Abbado, he prepared himself for “Don Giovanni” by Mozart. In

centenary of the Puccini Festival at Torre del Lago, under M.

Regio di Torino, I Masnadieri, Macbeth at Royal Opera House

2003 he won the role of Figaro of Rossini in the contest AS.LI.

Plácido Domingo’s baton. Again during a celebration, she

Muscat and Don Carlo at the Teatro Massimo di Palermo.

CO, enabling him to debut in theatres in Lombardy.

took part in the show Le Donne di Puccini at the Tokyo NHK

Giorgio Giuseppini also performed in Donizetti’s Lucia di

He studies composition and orchestral conducting, and

Lammermoor at the Macerata Opera Festival, in Bellini’s

debuted as conductor with Falstaff and then L’Elisir d’Amore,

Cioppi sang in Il Barbiere di Siviglia in Piacenza, alongside

Norma (at the Zürich Opernhaus, Gran Teatre de Liceu in

Le Nozze di Figaro, Pagliacci, Lucia di Lammermoor and Die

Leo Nucci, in Mantua and in Seoul, and Carmen at the Arena

Barcelona) and in Puccini’s Turandot (at the Royal Opera

Zauberflöte.

in Verona. Last season, she was engaged in the production

BOS
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BOS
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Hall.

House-Covent Garden in London, the Arena di Verona and

of I Lombardi alla prima crociata in Naples and at the Arena

at the Teatro Comunale di Bologna), as well as in Benvenuto

He has also debuted the following roles in many theatres as:

of Verona for in Rigoletto. Recently, she performed in Reggio

Cellini and Maria Stuarda at the Opera di Roma, Caterina

Figaro and Don Bartolo of Il Barbiere di Siviglia by Rossini, Fra’

Emilia for Madama Butterfly, in Piacenza and Modena with

Cornaro at Teatro Donizetti di Bergamo, Don Giovanni in

Melitone of La Forza del Destino by Verdi, Gianni Schicchi by

Ernani, at the Arena in Verona for a gala celebrating Plácido

Santiago, Chile, La Gioconda in Genoa and in Bejing, Werther

Puccini, Belcore of L’Elisir d’Amore by Donizetti, Malatesta of

Domingo’s 40-year career, Aida together with M° Domingo

at the Teatro Comunale di Bologna (recorded for Decca). At the

Don Pasquale by Donizetti, Il Sagrestano of Tosca by Puccini

and finally in Taormina with Nabucco.

Nederlandse Opera, Amsterdam, he has been recently heard

and many more.

in Don Carlo, La Sonnambula (Conte Rodolfo) in Zürich and
Médée at Théâtre du Châtelet.
Giorgio Giuseppini also enjoys a successful collaboration with
the Teatro alla Scala, where he appeared in such numerous
works as Don Carlo, Les Troyens, Rigoletto, Il Trovatore, Lucia di
Lammermoor, Sigismondo, Rossini’s Petite Messe Solennelle, I
due Foscari, Moïse, La Gioconda and Nabucco.
During his career Giorgio Giuseppini has performed under
the baton of some of the most outstanding conductors such
as Zubin Mehta, Riccardo Muti, Colin Davis, Daniele Gatti,
Gianandrea Gavazzeni, Riccardo Chailly, Roberto Abbado and
Raphael Frühbeck de Burgos.
---------------------------------------------------
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Opera
Without Words
Gioachino Rossini

Overture, William Tell

Gioachino Rossini

Overture, L’italiana in Algeri

Gioachino Rossini

Overture, La gazza ladra

Gioachino Rossini

Overture, La scala di seta

Vincenzo Bellini

Sinfonia, I Capuleti e i Montecchi

~ Interval ~

Giuseppe Verdi

Overture, I vespri siciliani

Giuseppe Verdi

Overture, La forza del destino

Amilcare Ponchielli

Dance of the Hours from La Gioconda

Ruggero Leoncavallo

Intermezzo, from Pagliacci

Giacomo Puccini

Intermezzo, from Manon Lescaut

Pietro Mascagni

Intermezzo from Cavalleria rusticana

Giacomo Puccini

La tregenda, from Le villi

Approximate running time: 2 hours 30 minutes
Interval time: 20 minutes

Gioachino Rossini (1792-1868)

son, Giannetto; none more so than Ninetta who is secretly

had once written for Nicola Vaccai’s Giuletta e Romeo and

o La fuerzo del sino (Don Alvaro or the Force of Destiny).

in love with him. With remarkable prescience, but much to

Bellini plundered some of the music from his earlier works,

Verdi travelled to Russia in November 1861 but the premiere

Overture, William Tell

the annoyance of Lucia, the family’s pet magpie squawks out

most notably an unsuccessful opera called Zaira.

of his new opera had to be postponed because the chosen

Gioachino Rossini composed William Tell in 1829 and,

Ninetta’s name in answer to the question, ‘Who will Giannetto

although he was to live for another thirty-nine years, it

marry?’ Of the events that follow, the most troublesome is the

The resulting opera owes very little to Shakespeare and has

to St Petersburg where La forza del destino received its first

was to be his last opera. The beautiful introduction to its

disappearance of one of Fabrizio’s silver spoons. The fact that

a remarkably small cast. Juliet is sung by a soprano while

performance on 10 November 1862 to great critical acclaim.

Overture, featuring a quintet of solo cellos, conjures up the

one such, bearing the initials ‘F.V.’, is found in the possession

Romeo (who is described as the ‘Head of the Montagues’)

Within three years the opera had been performed in New

calm of an Alpine morning with the sun coming up over

of Ninetta, not to mention the naming of her again by the

is sung by a mezzo-soprano. The character Tybalt becomes

York and by 1867 it had reached London.

Lake Lucerne. In the distance, however, a storm is gathering

magpie, causes her to be arrested, tried and condemned to

Tebaldo and incorporates the role of Paris by being betrothed

and soon it breaks out in all its fury. There follows a Ranz des

death. However, all ends happily once it is discovered that

to Juliet (or Giulietta). The other two main protagonists are

The opera is set in Spain and Italy in the middle of the

vaches, played first by cor anglais and then flute. This is a

not only are ‘F.V’. also the initials of Ninetta’s father, who had

Capelio, ‘Head of the Capulets’ and thus Giulietta’s father,

eighteenth century and deals for the most part with Donna

traditional Swiss melody which is intended to call the cows

given her a silver spoon to sell, but that the talkative magpie’s

and Lorenzo, a physician in the employ of the Capulets who

Leonora di Vargas, her brother, Don Carlo, and her lover Don

back home from the Alpine slopes. A trumpet call interrupts

nest is full of all sorts of stolen goods including the missing

stands in for Friar Lawrence.

Alvaro. The first act opens with Leonora contemplating her

this pastoral scene and leads into the famous final section

spoon.

soprano had become ill. Thus the following year he returned

forthcoming elopement with Alvaro and the distress that this

which represents the uprising of the Swiss people against

Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901)

will cause her father. Just as she is about to leave with Alvaro,

their Austrian oppressors, in particluar against their hated

Overture, La scala di seta

Governor, Gessler. There are many other elements of the story

The

not touched upon in the Overture - the inconvenient love of

remembered for their overtures several of which for a long

Overture, I vespri siciliani

willingness to surrender to the father’s mercy but it goes off

Arnold, a Swiss patriot, for Gessler’s sister, the strange archery

time have formed an important part of the concert repertoire.

Giuseppe Verdi composed his opera Les Vêpres Siciliennes

killing the old man who curses his daughter as he dies.

contest in which the target is an apple placed on William

After an initial flourish from the violins and a rather plaintive

(better known these days as I vespri siciliani or The Sicilian

Tell’s son’s head and much swearing of vengeance - but the

melody from the oboe, the overture to La scala di seta (The

Vespers) for the Great Exhibition held in Paris in 1855. It tells

As with many another operatic overture, this one introduces

image of the masked Lone Ranger galloping by on his trusty

Silken Ladder) takes off in true Rossini manner. Although the

of the efforts of thirteenth-century Sicilians to bring to an end

the audience to some of the music to be heard later in the

horse Silver owes everything to Hollywood film makers and

occasional silence briefly stops the music in its tracks, the

the French occupation of their land by removing forever the

opera, in particular to the opera’s ‘fate’ motif and to the

nothing at all to Rossini!

general momentum is kept up through typical crescendos

invading troops. As is so often the case in the plots of grand

prayer for forgiveness offered up by Donna Leonora di Vargas

right up to the end.

opera, identities are mistaken and emotions are strained

in the second act.

majority

of

Rossini’s

operas

are

now

Overture, L’italiana in Algeri

her father arrives. During the ensuing argument Alvaro
throws down his pistol in a gesture intended to illustrate his

primarily

when people turn out not to be who they were thought to

The year 1813 saw Rossini reach the age of twenty-one but

The silken ladder of the title is used each night by Dorvil

be. In this case, Arrigo, a rebel patriot, falls in love with Elena,

it did not exactly provide him with his twenty-first birthday

in order to climb into the bedroom of his wife Giulia. This

whose brother, Frederick of Austria, has been executed by

since he had been born on Leap Year Day (29 February) 1792.

strange behaviour is necessary since Giulia’s guardian, in

Guido di Monforte, Governor of Sicily. In time, Monforte learns

It was also a year that saw the first performances of four of

whose house she lives, does not yet know that Giulia is

that Arrigo, his sworn enemy, is in fact his own lost son. (The

his thirty-nine operas; Il signor Bruschino in late January,

married at all and, besides, he has it in mind that she should

cello melody heard in the Overture comes from the duet

Dance of the Hours
from La Gioconda

Tancredi on 6 February, I’italiana in Algeri (The Italian Girl in

marry a young army officer called Blansac. In the end Giulia

which marks the re-uniting of father and son.)

La Gioconda is the one opera by which Amilcare Ponchielli

Algiers) on 22 May and Aureliano in Palmira on 26 December.

persuades her cousin to fall in love with Blansac so that all

The first three of these operas were seen in Venice while

can end happily after all. La scala di seta was first performed

This newly discovered relationship creates a terrible dilemma

section of it to have gained the widest popularity. It was first

the fourth, whose overture was later to be transferred to Il

on 9 May 1812, again in Venice.

for Arrigo and more misunderstandings develop, this time

performed at La Scala in Milan on 8 April 1876 and within a

between him and Elena for, after much agonizing, Arrigo

few years had found its way to London’s Covent Garden and

decides to warn his father of a plot to assassinate him, thereby

New York’s Metropolitan. Its story tells of an unusually (even

betraying his friends. Eventually the various principals are

by operatic standards) tangled web of love and intrigue. The

reconciled and Monforte gives his blessing to the marriage of

scene is set in seventeenth-century Venice at carnival time
and La Gioconda is a ballad, or street, singer. In addition to

barbiere di Siviglia (The Barber of Seville), opened in Milan.
According to the Giornale dipartimentale dell’Adriatico, there

Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835)

was ‘deafening, continuous general applause’ in Venice’s

Amilcare Ponchielli (1834-1886)

is remembered and the Dance of the Hours is the one

Teatro San Benedetto on 22 May following the premiere of

Sinfonia, I Capuletti e i Montecchi

Arrigo and Elena. The ensuing wedding ceremony, however,

L’italiana in Algeri for it had ‘greatly enthused a demanding,

Some seventeen years later, on 12 December 1829, Vincenzo

is not destined to provide the usual opportunity for general

the love and intrigue, there is death both real and imagined.

intelligent public’. The journal later prophesied that the

Bellini travelled to Venice to supervise a forthcoming

rejoicing since the Sicilian patriots have arranged that the

La Gioconda’s own death is real enough as she stabs herself

opera would ‘find a place among the finest works of genius

production of his opera Il pirata. Also down for performance

ringing of the vesper bell on that occasion is also to be the

through the heart at the end of the opera. The Dance of

and art’. If the opera itself is no longer performed that often,

that season was a new opera by Giovanni Pacini. However, by

signal to begin the massacre of the unarmed French.

the Hours, which takes place during a grand reception in a

its Overture has certainly become one of the most popular in

the time Bellini arrived in Venice there was no sign of Pacini

concert halls throughout the world.

nor his opera. After waiting for quite some time for him to

Overture, La forza del destino

hours - dawn, daytime, evening, night - and symbolizes the

turn up, the management of La Fenice, the theatre at which

In 1861 Verdi signed a contract to compose an opera for

struggle between the forces of darkness and light which has

Overture, La gazza ladra

the operas were to be performed, decided to ask Bellini to

the Imperial Theatre in St Petersburg but, at that stage, the

been powerfully occupying the minds of all those taking part

In Rossini’s opera La gazza ladra (The Thieving Magpie), which

provide a new opera to replace the non-existent Pacini one.

subject matter was not determined. At first he had toyed

in the opera.

was first seen at La Scala, Milan, in May 1817, Ninetta is a servant

In the event, Bellini and his librettist, Felice Romani, were

with the idea of setting Victor Hugo’s Ruy Blas - which,

in the employ of a rich farmer called Fabrizio Vingradito and

given only six weeks in which to put together I Capuletti e

however, proved unacceptable to the censors - and then

his wife Lucia. As the opera begins, everybody is eagerly

i Montecchi before its first performance on 11 March 1830. As

settled on a libretto written by Francesco Maria Piave based

awaiting the return from the wars of the Vingraditos’ soldier

time was of the essence, Romani made use of a libretto he

on a Spanish play by the Duke of Rivas entitled Don Alvaro

Venetian palazzo, both represents a period of twenty-four

Ruggero Leoncavallo (1857-1919)

Manon Lescaut was given its first performance on 1 February

is confronted by her ghost. His punishment for all this is to

first performed at the New York Metropolitan Opera on 17

1893 at the Teatro Regio in Turin. It was seen in London the

be forced by the witches of the Black Forest to dance until

December 1908 it was coupled with Cavalleria rusticana and

Intermezzo
from Pagliacci

following year and, in January 1907, it was being performed

he drops dead.

conducted by Arturo Toscanini.

The first performance of Ruggero Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci

the composer and with Enrico Caruso singing the part of

Puccini soon set to work on the one-act opera which he was

An orchestral intermezzo in two parts is played between Acts

(The Clowns or The Strolling Players) took place in Milan

Des Grieux.

to call Le Villi. Its first performance took place on 31 May 1884

I and II of this opera, the first part being entitled L’abbandono

on 21 May 1892, the conductor being Arturo Toscanini. The

in Milan. At the request of Giulio Ricordi, head of the famous

(The Desertion) and the second La tregenda (The Spectre). In

following year, in New York, it was coupled for the first time

Italian publishing firm, Puccini later turned it into a two-act

the libretto these are preceded by verses which explain the

opera and in this form it was published. The two-act version

intervening events.

with Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana and, since then, the two

at the Metropolitan Opera in New York in the presence of

Pietro Mascagni (1863-1945)

was first given at the Teatro Regio in Turin on 26 December

operas have been performed as a double bill on countless
he based his libretto for Pagliacci on one of the trials his

Intermezzo
from Cavalleria rusticana

father had presided over; the case of an actor from a touring

Pietro Mascagni’s opera, Cavalleria rusticana, which was first

company who had been accused of murdering his wife after

produced at the Teatro Costanzi in Rome on 17 May 1890,

the performance of a play.

takes place in a Sicilian village on Easter Day and deals with

occasions. Leoncavallo was the son of a magistrate and

1884 and it was first seen in England on 24 September 1897

© Peter Avis

when it was performed in Manchester. When Le Villi was

August 2016

a typically tangled love affair. Santuzza is in love with Turiddu
The scene of the opera is set in a village in Calabria. A group

who is in love with Lola who loves him too but is married to

of strolling players is about to provide entertainment in the

Alfio who is a very jealous man. After having led the villagers

form of a play in which the passions of love and hatred are

in the singing of the Easter Hymn, Santuzza pours her

inextricably combined, as indeed they are amongst the

heart out to Mamma Lucia, Turiddu’s mother. She tells how

players themselves. The first character to be seen is Tonio

Turiddu, before he left to become a soldier, had sworn eternal

who pulls aside the curtain and asks the audience to excuse

love to Lola. On his return, finding that Lola was married to

him for he has been sent out as the Prologue to the opera.

Alfio, he turned his attentions to Santuzza herself. Lola

He has been asked to point out that real emotions are to be

was jealous and snatched him back, thereby dishonouring

portrayed on the stage - love, hate, rage, grief and laughter -

Santuzza. Having heard Santuzza’s sad tale, Mamma Lucia

and to suggest that the audience marks well the souls of the

goes into the church.

characters not just their stage costumes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Francesco
Quattrocchi
Conductor

He conducted operas, concerts and oratorios at important
institutions such as the Royal Opera House Muscat-Oman,
Festival Scarlatti-Teatro Massimo of Palermo, the Sofia Opera,
Teatro Solis of Montevideo, Teatro Comunale of Bologna, Teatro
Verdi of Trieste, Sofia Festival Orchestra, Festival della Valle
d’Itria, Orchestra Internazionale d’Italia and the Sagra Musicale
Malatestiana, etc. He worked, among others, with artists of
the calibre of Ruggero Raimondi, Massimo Cavalletti, Mariella

The orchestral Intermezzo is played between the opera’s two
acts, just before the villagers arrive to watch the play and the

At this point Turiddu arrives and is surprised to find that

actors take to the stage.

Santuzza herself has not gone to church on Easter Day. She

Devia, Vladimir Stoyanov, Luciano Ganci, Bogdan Mihai, etc.
Since 2007, he has conducted world premier recordings as

tells him that she had been waiting to talk to him and accuses
him of loving Lola but he denies it. After being rejected by

Born in 1983, he began by studying organ, piano and

“Sinfonie avanti l’opera, intorno a Mozart” (OPERA IMAIE 2007

Turiddu and thrown to the ground by him, she pours out

composition and the orchestral conduction under the

Award for best classical recording production of the year),

her heart to Alfio who immediately swears vengeance. The

guidance of Marco Zuccarini, Donato Renzetti and Gianluigi

“The Russian Years of Domenico Cimarosa: Atene edificata &

Intermezzo
from Manon Lescaut

famous Intermezzo which follows captures well the mood

Gelmetti at the Accademia Chigiana, gave him the possibility

Coro dei guerrieri” and the “Cimarosa: Coeli voces, the early

of impending tragedy for, at the first opportunity, Alfio

to do an intense round of concerts in Italy and abroad.

sacred music” much appreciated by the international press

In 1884 Jules Massenet’s Manon received its first perfor-

challenges Turiddu to a duel. Turiddu is killed and when the

mance in Paris. Its great success encouraged Giacomo

news reaches Santuzza she faints into the arms of Mamma

He collaborated with the Ensemble Seicentonovecento,

Puccini to use the same story, which tells of a young impres-

Lucia.

one of the most original groups among those that have

Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924)

(AllMusicGuide, American Record Guide, Diverdi, Fanfare
Magazine, etc.).

sionable girl, her admirers and her eventual downfall, for his

achieved success on the international scene. With the

The audio-video recordings for MRClassics and Bongiovanni

own next opera, Manon Lescaut. Originally destined for a

Ensemble, committed to the re-evaluation and “revisiting”

and several of his live recordings have been broadcasted by

of unpublished masterpieces and the production of first

Mezzo, Canal+, RadioTre, RAITRE, ORF, ZDF, Radio Classica

performances of contemporary music, he collaborated

Sud America.

convent education, Manon prefers to learn of life and love,

Giacomo Puccini

first with Geronte, then with the Chevalier des Grieux and

La tregenda
from Le villi

with prestigious solo performers and singers. He has
staged numerous productions, several of which were

He has recently conducted Rossini’s Mosè inside the

Soon after leaving the Milan Conservatoire in 1883 Puccini was

broadcast on Italian and French television, and made

Cathedral of Milan, in association with EXPO Milan 2015. For

The Intermezzo is played to represent Manon’s journey to Le

introduced to a young poet called Ferdinando Fontana who

various musical recordings amongst which the Ode for

the first time, an opera title was staged with the support

Havre where a boat awaits her. Des Grieux attempts to rescue

had an idea for a libretto that he thought Puccini might turn

St. Cecilia’s Day by G.F Händel; the Te Deum by N. Porpora

of innovative video mapping 3D technology. The recording of

her but is unsuccessful so, instead, he joins the crew of the

into an opera. The story told of Robert who left his fiancée,

and M-A. Charpentier and Mozart’s Exultate jubilate.

the production, in 4K format and DVD, is being distributed in

boat so that he can be with her in the New World. The lovers

Anna, in search of excitement and his fortune. Instead he is

are eventually reunited but Manon dies exhausted while they

drawn into wicked ways and Anna dies of a broken heart.

are trudging through a vast wilderness near New Orleans.

When he finally returns, not only does he find Anna dead but

then with others. In time she is charged with being a courtesan, the sentence for which is transportation to Louisiana.

the main international networks.
---------------------------------------------------

The Teatro Lirico
Giuseppe Verdi
Orchestra of Trieste

Schumann and, in addition, with the Stabat Mater, by Dvořák,

not only in Italy (in particular as a long-time featured guest

private law foundation in 1999, it is currently administered

conducted respectively by Lü Jia and Julian Kovatchev.

at the Festival of the Two Worlds of Spoleto) but also abroad,

by the Fondazione Teatro Lirico “Giuseppe Verdi” as the

Besides the historic recordings of its concerts at the Festival of

in Austria, France, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia Erzegovina,

most important venue, increasingly being identified with

the Two Worlds in the Fifties and Sixties, the Verdi repertoire

Hungary, Korea, Japan and Oman, both on its own or on

the life of the city. The opera house has in fact been the

includes the live recordings of several operas, namely

tour in conjunction with the Trieste Opera Society.

focal point of the civil and cultural life of Trieste during its

Il

two-century history. The theatre has been the symbol of

Campiello by E. Wolf Ferrari; La Straniera by Bellini (for the
Fonit-Cetra/Ricordi label); Attila e Stiffelio by Verdi (for the
Dynamic label); Ginevra di Scozia by Simon Mayr (for l’Opera

The Fondazione Teatro
Lirico Giuseppe Verdi
Di Trieste

Trieste’s Italian cultural identity, spreading the knowledge of
Italian musical culture in neighbouring German and Slavicspeaking regions, whilst at the same time interpreting the

The Teatro “Giuseppe Verdi” Orchestra of Trieste has been a

Rara); a DVD of Tancredi by Rossini; as well as a DVD and

permanent ensemble since 1944 as “Filarmonica Triestina”; in

CD of the opera I Cavalieri di Ekebù by Riccardo Zandonai,

1964 it was named after the theatre it operates in. Capable

a CD of Lohengrin by Richard Wagner, both produced in

of performing a vast opera and symphonic repertory, it has

2005; a DVD of the operetta La vedova allegra; Battaglia di

been conducted over the years by internationally renowned

Legnano by Giuseppe Verdi recorded for the collection Tutto

maestros, including Herbert von Karajan, Claudio Abbado,

Verdi – The complete Operas (for the Unitel Classica label),

The Verdi Theatre, founded as “Teatro Nuovo”, is one of the

di Portici (1832) and Thomas with Mignon (1870). Verdi

Riccardo Muti, Paul van Kempen, Thomas Schippers, Mario

which includes all the productions of the great composer

oldest running opera houses. It was constructed between

debuted with Nabucco (January 11, 1843), followed by the

Rossi, Carlo Maria Giulini, Laslo Somogryi, Leonard Bernstein,

performed by the most prestigious European Opera Houses.

1798 and 1801 by architects Gian Antonio Selva (who built

others, most of which staged soon after the premiere; two

Sergiu Celibidache, Gianandrea Gavazzeni, Daniel Oren,

the Fenice in Venice) and Matteo Pertsch. The structure

works were, in fact, composed by Verdi for the “Nuovo”: Il

Gary Bertini, Gustav Kuhn, Jean Claude Casadesus, Sir

of the building resembles that of “La Scala” in Milan,

Corsaro (October 25, 1848) and Stiffelio, starring the singer

which was designed by architect Piermarini, who was also

Giuseppina Strepponi, that the Master personally conducted

consulted for the internal layout. The inauguration took

(November 16, 1850). Important artists have performed at

The Teatro Verdi Permanent Choir of Trieste, divided in the

place on April 21, 1801, with Ginevra di Scozia by Simone

the Teatro Verdi : among the excellences of the last century

six registers of soprano, mezzo-soprano, contralto, tenore,

Mayr. Refurbishment and restoration work was carried

Gustav Mahler, Herbert von Karajan, Leonard Bernstein,

It has often been invited to perform abroad, holding cycles

baritono and basso, has been led since the end of the war

out several times over the years, in 1819, 1834, 1848, 1881/84,

Beniamino Gigli, Maria Callas, Franco Corelli, Leyla Gencer;

of symphonic concerts in France, Germany, Austria, Hungary,

by choir masters of the calibre of Roberto Benaglio, Adolfo

when the original seating capacity of 1,400 was increased

more recentlyClaudio Abbado, Riccardo Muti, Gustav Kuhn,

Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Erzegovina, Korea, Japan and

Fanfani, Giorgio Kirschner, Gaetano Riccitelli, Andrea Giorgi,

to 2,000; gas lighting was replaced by electricity in 1889. In

Gianluigi Gelemetti, Raina Kabaivanska, Josè Carreras, Katia

Oman. The Orchestra was a notable feature at the Festival of

Ine Meisters, Marcel Seminara, Luigi Petrozziello, Emanuela

more recent times a radical restoration, including structural

Ricciarelli up to the stars of today. Alongside the opera and

the Two Worlds of Spoleto from 1958 to 1969. Dating far back

di Pietro, Lorenzo Fratini, Alessandro Zuppardo, Paolo Vero

consolidation and the renovation of technical facilities

ballet season, the Verdi Theatre program also includes a vast

in the years is also the Verdi’s commitment to spreading the

intensifying, in the past years, its involvement in the area

in order to comply with current safety standards, took

range of symphonic and chamber music concerts as well

culture of music in the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region as well as

of symphonic music. The current choir master is Fulvio

place between 1992 and 1997. The opera house – which

as Operetta. The Orchestra, the Choir with technical staff

in neighbouring Istria.

Fogliazza.

has a Ridotto, or foyer, with a former capacity of 700 – was

have been on several tours: Spoleto (Festival dei Due Mondi),

dedicated to Giuseppe Verdi by an extraordinary meeting

Wiesbaden, Paris, Ljubljana, Zagreb, Budapest, Tokyo, Osaka,
Seoul, Yeosu, Paphos, Sarajevo, Muscat.

Neville Marriner, Gianluigi Gelmetti, Donato Renzetti: and

Choir of Trieste

eminent soloists like Arturo Benedetti Michelangelo, Arthur
Rubinstein, Isaac Stern, Nathan Milstein, Uto Ughi.

city’s cosmopolitism by spotlighting the works of Mittel
European composers. Rossini was premiered in Trieste with
L’Italiana in Algeri (1816), Donizetti with L’Ajo nell’imbarazzo
(1826) and Bellini with Il Pirata (1831), Auber with La Muta

The Teatro “Giuseppe Verdi” Orchestra is featured in record

Universally acknowledged by critics as one of the best

of the City Council, just a few hours after the death of the

catalogues with the complete symphonies of Mendelssohn,

formations in Italy, the Choir has been invited to perform

great composer on January 27, 1901. Transformed into a
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Design
Inspiration
Emirati culture is enriched with stories of journeys
aboard traditional dhows. The rowing of oarsmen
was rhythmically complemented by singing that

Janus
Rostock
(MAA, RIBA M.arch)
Design Director and Head of Architecture
and Urban Planning for Atkins

would encourage them to forget their exhaustion and
row faster. Singing continued as they reached their

With over 20 years’ experience in architecture, Janus

destination and dived for pearls, with songs used as a

specialises in the visioning of complex multidisciplinary

time indicator for each diver before he was pulled out

projects and masterplans. He has expertise in a wide

of the water.

variety of projects across the Middle East, Africa and
Europe. Having received his M. Arch from the Royal

Returning home to their families, the same scenario

Danish Academy of Fine Arts School of Architecture

was repeated but the singing was more enthusiastic

in Copenhagen, after having spent a year at l’Ecole

and filled with blessings and cheer. The dhow is rooted

d’Architecture de Paris Belleville, Janus worked for

in Emirati heritage and presents a significant reminder

multi-award winning Henning Larsen Architects and

of Dubai’s history as a trading, fishing and pearl diving

KHR.

community and the sailors and merchants who
brought wealth and prosperity to the city. As the dhow

Janus described his design approach as “systematic,

contributed to the progression of this dynamic city, so

analytical, data driven, contextually sensitive and very

will Dubai Opera contribute to the growth, pride and

much driven by holistic thinking”. He says: “I like to

quality of life in our city.

design at eye level with people in mind. As architects
we have the wonderful opportunity to create buildings
and spaces which encourage people to appreciate and
take an active interest in their surroundings.”
Of Dubai Opera, Janus adds: “It is rare to have an
opportunity to fully integrate a building in its context
from the earliest master planning stage through to its
functionality in the public realm.
The vision of our client was very clear from the start and
we had a great deal of freedom to bring it to reality. The
result is a project which very much reflects what I like
and what I stand for.”
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